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ABSTRACT
In the very early stage of the development of fuzzy logic, Joseph
Goguen published profound work with lasting influence. Fifty years
later, we provide an assessment of his contributions to fuzzy logic
and thus pay tribute to Goguen, a former long-term member of the
editorial board of this journal. We cover both Goguen’s technical
results, the researchdirections inspiredbyhim,whichhave later been
pursued, as well as his suggestions, which as yet remained explored
to a lesser extent or practically unexplored.
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1. Introduction

In the course of his rich scientific career, Joseph Amadee Goguen (1941–2006) made con-
tributions to several areas. In the computer science community, he became well known for
his contributions to the theory of programming languages and theoretical computer sci-
ence, in particular to abstract algebraic semantics and abstract data types. His first research
contributions were, however, to the foundations of fuzzy logic and the theory of fuzzy sets.
Namely, fuzzy logic was the topic of Goguen’s doctoral studies which he did under the
supervision of Lotfi Zadeh.

As Zadeh (2007) recalls in his obituary of Goguen:

My first paper on fuzzy sets was published in June 1965, while I held the position of Chair
of the Department of Electrical Engineering at UC Berkeley. Shortly after the publication of
my paper, a student walked into my office and identified himself as Joe Goguen, a graduate
student in mathematics. He told me that he read my paper and became interested in devel-
oping the concept of a fuzzy set within the framework of category theory. We discussed his
ideas for a while. At the end of our discussion, he asked me to become his research supervi-
sor. I responded affirmatively, since it was quite obvious that Joe Goguen was not an average
graduate student – he was a superior intellect.

To provide assessment of Goguen’s work, we proceed as follows. In Section 2, we discuss
Goguen’s contributions to logical aspects of fuzzy logic and to the foundations of fuzzy
sets, which represent his most influential contributions. Section 3 provides an overview of
Goguen’s contributions to three other areas, namely, categories of fuzzy sets, fuzzy topology,
and natural language semantics, which are of considerable significance as well. Section 4
concludes the paper by providing my view on Goguen’s legacy as regards fuzzy logic.
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2. Fuzzy logic as logical calculus and foundations of fuzzy sets

Goguen’s contributions to the logical aspects of fuzzy logic and to the foundations of fuzzy
sets represent his overall most influential works. Among them, his papers “L-fuzzy sets”
(Goguen 1967) and “Logic of inexact concepts” (Goguen 1968–9) are themost significant.1
Nowadays, both are considered classic works in fuzzy logic. In these rather comprehensive
papers, Goguen provides a number of important ideas and considerations.

Goguen’s fundamental contributions (Goguen 1967, 1968–9) appeared at a rather early
stage of development of fuzzy logic, just a couple of years after the appearance of Zadeh’s
seminal paper (Zadeh 1965). From this point of view, the contributions were exceptionally
modern and visionary. With no doubt one may claim that ever since their appearance,
these two papers have been and continue to be – almost 50 years after their publication –
an essential reading in fuzzy logic.

2.1. Reasoningwith degrees of truth

Goguen’s considerations regarding logical reasoning in presence of truth degrees represents
a major contribution to the logical facet of fuzzy logic. Even though numerous develop-
ments in many-valued calculi had been around for some decades in the 1960s, Goguen’s
analysis of the concept of deduction rule and his new conception of deduction in presence
of multiple truth degrees are rather original and proved to be considerably influential.

Most importantly, it is Goguen’s concept of deduction and deduction rule that inspired
Jan Pavelka in his development of an important logical framework and particular logi-
cal calculi (Pavelka 1979a, 1979b, 1979c); see also Belohlavek (2015). This framework has
later been explored in numerous studies; see e.g. the books (Belohlavek andVychodil 2005;
Gerla 2001; Hájek 1998; Novák, Perfilieva, and Močkoř 1999) and also (Bělohlávek,
Dauben, and Klir 2017).

Goguen’s logical contributions differ substantially from most previous contributions to
many-valued logic in an important aspect. Namely, with the exception of the pioneer-
ing contributions to many-valued logic by Łukasiewicz, Kleene, and Bochvar, most of the
other contributions to many-valued logic did not pay attention to the meaning of addi-
tional truth values; see Bělohlávek, Dauben, and Klir (2017). Interpretation of multiple
truth values has often been considered problematic or not considered at all in the course
of development of many-valued logic in the first half of the twentieth century. Conse-
quently, most of the contributions were in fact developing systems of many-valued logic
whichwere, however,mathematically sophisticated, sterile in a sense. Goguen, on the other
hand, consistently interpreted truth values as degrees of truth, in which he followed Lotfi
Zadeh (1965), and derived the novel conception of his “logic of inexact concepts” from
this interpretation and from concrete problems in human reasoning. This may rightfully
be considered a remarkable and noteworthy moment in the development of many-valued
logic.2

An important concrete problem Goguen considered was the well-known sorites para-
dox. Goguen starts from Max Black’s (1963) treatment of this problem. Black, who
significantly contributed to the understanding of vagueness by his seminal contribution
(Black 1937), may in this respect be considered an important source of inspiration for
Goguen. We describe the paradox and its resolution by Goguen below and proceed now
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withGoguen’s consideration on deduction in presence of degrees of truth (Goguen 1968–9,
pp. 336, 371):

Just as propositions . . . are no longer either ‘true’ or ‘false’, but can be intermediate, deduc-
tions are no longer ‘valid’ or ‘invalid’. . . . It seems to us that the present methods provide a
framework for an ‘inexact mathematics’ in which we can apply approximately valid deductive
procedures to approximately true hypotheses. The ‘logic of inexact concepts’ then helps assess
the validity of the final conclusions.

Goguen then examines in presence of an ordered set L of truth degrees the fundamental
deduction rule of modus ponens. Note that the classic form of modus ponens reads “from
ϕ and ϕ → ψ infer ψ” and is displayed as

ϕ,ϕ → ψ

ψ
.

Goguen adoptsmodus ponens as follows:3

First, how is deduction used? We have a truth value [P] and a truth value [P ⇒ Q], and we
want to estimate the truth value [Q];

arriving thus at a more general rule

fromϕ with its truth degree a andϕ → ψwith its truth degree c

inferψwith a lower bound b of its truth degree

in which b is computed from a and c. In particular, he proposes to use a truth function
⊗· of a many-valued conjunction ⊗ adjoint to → for this purpose. His version of modus
ponensmay thus be displayed as

ϕ with degree a,ϕ → ψ with degree c
ψwith degree a ⊗· c

. (1)

One easily observes that in the classical case, in which L = {0, 1}, Goguen’s rulemay indeed
be identified with the ordinarymodus ponens.

The rule also has the intuitively appealing property that the result of “a long chain of only
slightly unreliable deductions can be very unreliable” (Goguen 1968–9, p. 327). Namely,
suppose the validity of ϕ0 is a and that of ϕi−1 → ϕi is ci for i = 1, . . . , n. Then we may
infer ϕ1 to degree a ⊗· c1 by a single application of (1) to ϕ0 with a and ϕ0 → ϕ1 with
c1; then also ϕ2 to degree a ⊗· c1 ⊗· c2, and so on. After n steps, we obtain ϕn to degree
a ⊗· c1 ⊗· · · · ⊗· cn. With conjunctions ⊗· such as the product, proposed by Goguen to
resolve the sorites paradox, the degree a ⊗· c1 ⊗· · · · ⊗· cn may be much smaller than any
of the degrees a, c1, . . . , cn of the assumptions. For instance, even if a = 1 and ci = 0.95 for
all i, the degree of the conclusion ϕ15 obtained after 15 inference steps is just a · c1 · · · c15 =
0.9515 ≈ 0.46.

This property is the core of Goguen’s resolution of the sorites paradox, which we now
briefly describe. The paradox, also called the paradox of the heap, can be described as fol-
lows. A single grain of sand does not form a heap; the addition of a single grain does not
turn a nonheap into a heap; hence, two grains do not form a heap, three grains do not form
a heap, and so on, which leads to the conclusion that no number of grains is sufficient to
make a heap. Yet we know that one million grains forms a heap. Hence the paradox.4
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Let us formalize a bit. If nh is a unary predicate symbol representing “nonheap,” the
paradox assumes the following form:

assumptions: nh(1)
nh(x) → nh(x + 1)

conclusion: nh(n) for each positive integer n
(2)

The conclusion is obtained by repeated application ofmodus ponens: from the first assump-
tion, nh(1), and the instance nh(1) → nh(2) of the second assumption, the application of
modus ponens yields nh(2), which together with nh(2) → nh(3) similarly yields nh(3) and
so on up to nh(n).

One ingredient in Goguen’s resolution is the observation that the properties involved
in sorites paradoxes, such as that of not forming a heap, are vague and are thus naturally
modeled by fuzzy sets. This observation is essentially due to Black (1937). The second
ingredient consists in observing that once we acknowledge that nh represents a fuzzy set,
it is intuitively appropriate to say that the truth degree of nh(x + 1) is smaller, but only
slightly smaller, than that of nh(x). That is, the addition of a single grain may not decrease
the degree of not forming a heap too much. This is more appropriate than saying as in the
original formulation above that such an addition does not make a nonheap a heap. Thus
modified, this assumption is equivalent to assuming that the formula nh(x) → nh(x + 1)
is assigned a high truth degree that is nevertheless smaller than 1, say the degree 0.99. The
first assumption of the paradox, namely nh(1), remains fully accepted, i.e. is assumed to
degree 1. How then does one reason with these assumptions, the second of which is only
accepted to degree 0.99?

For this matter, Goguen employs his generalized modus ponens (1) and assumes that
one uses the ordinary product for many-valued conjunction, i.e.

a ⊗· b = a · b (3)

for any a, b ∈ [0, 1], and its so-called residuated implication →·, i.e.

a →· b = 1 if a ≤ b and a →· b = b
a
if a > b. (4)

As a consequence, one obtains from nh(1) with degree 1 and nh(1) → nh(2) with degree
0.99, the statement nh(2)with degree 1 · 0.99 = 0.99. From this statement, employing fur-
ther nh(2) → nh(3)with degree 0.99, one gets nh(3)with degree 0.99 · 0.99 ≈ 0.98, and so
on, eventually obtaining nh(n) with degree 0.99n−1. Instead of (2), we thus get the scheme

assumptions: nh(1) with degree 1
nh(x) → nh(x + 1) with degree 0.99

conclusion: nh(n) with degree 0.99n−1

which no longer represents a paradox. Namely, with increasing n, the degree to which
one may assert that n grains do not form a heap, i.e. 0.99n−1, decreases due to repeated
application of Goguen’s modus ponens. Thus, for instance, we obtain nh(100) to degree
approximately 0.37 and nh(1,000,000) to degree approximately 0. Hence, the degree to
which wemay assert that a collection of 1million grains does not form a heap is virtually 0.
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This certainly represents an appealing account of the sorites paradox. From the perspective
of Goguen’s analysis, the classical sorites paradox results from the failure to recognize that
the predicates involved, such as heap or bald, are fuzzy rather than crisp and that addition
of a single grain or hair actually changes the relevant truth degree, even though almost neg-
ligibly. Note that variations of the presented resolution later appeared along with further
considerations, e.g. by Hájek and Novák (2003) and Gerla (2010).5

It is worth mentioning that we used the sorites paradox to demonstrate the usefulness
of Goguen’s conception of deduction in presence of degrees of truth. This conception later
proved useful in various other settings, including calculi for reasoning with degrees of
uncertainty; see Bělohlávek, Dauben, and Klir (2017) for a detailed presentation.

Let us also emphasize Goguen’s proposal of product as a suitable conjunction for fuzzy
logic; see (3). This proposal not only proved practically useful, but is also justified from
a theoretical viewpoint. Namely, by the Mostert–Shields theorem (Klement, Mesiar, and
Pap 2000), which is nowadays well known in fuzzy logic, any t-norm – which is commonly
regarded as a reasonable candidate for conjunction in fuzzy logic – that ismoreover contin-
uousmay be obtained as a so-called ordinal sumof three basic continuous t-norms, namely
the Łukasiewicz t-norm defined by a ⊗· b = max(0, a + b − 1), the minimum (also called
Gödel) t-norm defined by a ⊗· b = min(a, b), and the product t-norm, which is nowadays
often referred to as the Goguen t-norm. While logical calculi using the Łukasiewicz con-
junction as well as the Gödel conjunction had been around by the time Goguen published
his papers,6 logical calculi involving the product conjunction had yet to be explored. A
seminal paper in this regard was written by Hájek, Godo, and Esteva (1996) in which the
authors presented a complete axiomatic system for a fuzzy logic with product conjunction.

We stop our visit to Goguen’s contributions to the logical facet of fuzzy logic by not-
ing that his two papers contain other considerations valuable from a logical point of view,
including e.g. considerations on generalized quantifiers and other non-classical constructs.

2.2. Residuated structures of truth degrees

Another contribution of Goguen we examine is his careful analysis regarding the choice of
the structure of truth degrees for fuzzy logic. The question of what set L of truth degrees
and truth functions of logical connectives to use, i.e. what truth function⊗· should one use
for conjunction ⊗, what function →· for implication →, etc., is by far not trivial. Goguen
provided a nice logical analysis of this question and proposed to use the so-called complete
residuated lattices for this purpose. This clean approach is in contrast with ad hoc choices
of truth functions of logical connectives, which are abundant in the literature on fuzzy
logic. We now briefly examine Goguen’s proposal.

After his examination of the real unit interval [0, 1] as a set of truth degrees and the
product as a suitable truth function of conjunction (see above), Goguen argued that [0, 1]
is not the only reasonable set because one naturally also needs nonlinearly ordered ones,
e.g. in multicriteria decisions, with multidimensional degrees such as 〈0, 0.9, 0.5〉 ∈ [0, 1]3.
The set L of truth degrees thus naturally needs to be partially ordered, bounded by 0 and
1 representing falsity and truth, respectively. Moreover, L should form a complete lattice
〈L,∧·,∨·, 0, 1〉.7 The existence of arbitrary infima∧· and suprema∨·, which is required by
the definition of a complete lattice, is needed to define the semantics of the universal and the
existential quantifier, respectively.8 As a generalization of the product conjunction on [0, 1],
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Goguen proposed an associative operation ⊗· on L satisfying some reasonable properties
derived basically from the considerations regarding the gradedmodus ponens (1), whichwe
examine below. He thereby came to the requirement that the structure 〈L,⊗·,∧·,∨·, 0, 1〉
should form a completely lattice ordered semigroup for which 1 is neutral w.r.t.⊗·. Goguen
thus required that

(a) 〈L,∧·,∨·, 0, 1〉 be a complete lattice,
(b) 〈L,⊗·, 1〉 be a semigroup with neutral element 1, thus ⊗· satisfies associativity, i.e.

a ⊗· (b ⊗· c) = (a ⊗· b)⊗· c, and neutrality of 1, i.e. a ⊗· 1 = 1 ⊗· a = a,
(c) ⊗· be distributive over arbitrary suprema, i.e.

a ⊗·
·∨

j∈J
bj =

·∨

j∈J
(a ⊗· bj). (5)

Furthermore, he requires that implication →· be the so-called residuum of ⊗·, i.e. be
defined by

a →· b =
·∨

{c | a ⊗· c ≤ b}, (6)

and observes that ⊗· and →· are connected via a so-called adjointness property, i.e.

a ⊗· b ≤ c if and only if b ≤ a →· c. (7)

Note that partially ordered semigroups, the rule of residuation, adjointness, and the role
of (5) were well known in the late 1960s. A study of such structures began with the study of
ideals in ring theory by Krull (1924) and, independently, Ward and Dilworth (1939). Sev-
eral results on these structures were available in Birkhoff (1948), to which Goguen himself
refers, and were not new in this regard. It was also known that Goguen’s conditions (a)–(c)
may equivalently be rephrased in terms of Ward and Dilworth’s (1939) residuated lattices,
a notion that was later used by many authors including Pavelka (1979a, 1979b, 1979c) in
his important work inspired by Goguen. A complete residuated latticeis a structure

L = 〈L,∧·,∨·,⊗·,→·, 0, 1〉 (8)

satisfying the above conditions (a) and (b) of Goguen, commutativity of ⊗·, i.e. a ⊗·
b = b ⊗· a, and the adjointness property (7). Now, it can be proved that in a structure
〈L,⊗·,∧·,∨·, 0, 1〉 satisfying (a) and (b) with commutative ⊗·, condition (c) is equivalent
to the existence of →· that satisfies (7).9

Truly originalwasGoguen’s presentation and justification of residuated lattices as appro-
priate structures of truth degrees. Clearly, associativity of⊗· is a natural requirement since
we want every formula (ϕ ⊗ ψ)⊗ χ to have the same truth value as ϕ ⊗ (ψ ⊗ χ). For
similar reasons, one might require commutativity of ⊗·, which Goguen considers as a fur-
ther possible restriction. Neutrality of 1 is required since we want a conjunction of any
formula ϕ and a fully true formula to have the same value as ϕ. Condition (5) guarantees
that Goguen’smodus ponens, (1), is
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(a) sound in that whenever a ≤ ‖ϕ‖ and c ≤ ‖ϕ → ψ‖ then a ⊗· c ≤ ‖ψ‖; in words,
whenever ϕ and ϕ → ψ are true at least to degrees a and c, respectively, then a ⊗· c
indeed provides a lower estimation of the truth degree of ψ ;

(b) strong in that the lower estimation a ⊗· c of ‖ψ‖ is large.

Indeed, (5) ensures that with→· defined by (6), we have ‖ϕ‖ ⊗· (‖ϕ‖ →· ‖ψ‖) ≤ ‖ψ‖.
Now, isotony of ⊗·, which is easily proved from its basic properties, and ‖ϕ → ψ‖ =
‖ϕ‖ →· ‖ψ‖ yield a ⊗· c ≤ ‖ϕ‖ ⊗· (‖ϕ‖ →· ‖ψ‖) ≤ ‖ψ‖, verifying soundness. Further-
more, the definition of →· by (6) implies that the rule is strong. Namely, suppose in
particular a = ‖ϕ‖, b = ‖ψ‖, and thus c = ‖ϕ → ψ‖ = a →· b. The lower estimation of
b obtained bymodus ponens is then a ⊗· (a →· b) and it cannot be larger given the restric-
tion imposed by soundness. Because to make the lower estimation of b larger, one would
need to define the value of a →· b differently from (6), say equal to x, and we would need
a ⊗· x > a ⊗· (a →· b). But if x is a candidate for the definition of a →· bwhich is admis-
sible in that a ⊗· x would still be a lower estimation of b, i.e. a ⊗· x ≤ b, then x ≤ a →· b
due to (6). Isotony of⊗· then yields a ⊗· x ≤ a ⊗· (a →· b), contradicting the assumption
a ⊗· x > a ⊗· (a →· b). Hence (6) guarantees thatmodus ponens is strong.

The above justification of residuated lattices slightly differs from Goguen’s in that it is
somewhat more direct and complete. The main points are, however, Goguen’s. Variants
of Goguen’s justification of residuated lattices has later been presented in Hájek (1998),
Novák, Perfilieva, and Močkoř (1999), and Belohlavek (2002).

Let us alsomention that a logical calculus with complete residuated lattices as structures
of truth degrees, along a completeness theorem, has been developed byHöhle (1994, 1995).
Its predicate version may be considered as a formalization of a fragment of Goguen’s intu-
itively presented logic of inexact concepts. Nowadays, residuated lattices and their various
special cases are considered the principal structures of truth degrees in fuzzy logic.

2.3. Conceptional considerations on fuzzy sets

Goguen clearly recognized that the shift from classical logic and classical sets to fuzzy logic
and fuzzy sets is not trivial not only from technical viewpoint but also from a conceptual
and philosophical viewpoint. He was also well aware of various possible misconceptions
related to the adoption of degrees of truth, which were later indeed frequently occurring
in the literature.

An important conceptional issue Goguen addressed, albeit briefly, is a distinction of
the theory of fuzzy sets and probability theory on conceptual grounds, the need for which
he recognized and described in Goguen (1967). It was clear to him that the distinction is
to be sought primarily at the phenomenological level: While probability deals with ran-
domness and statistical variation, fuzzy logic is intended to deal with a different kind of
uncertainty, or indeterminacy, which Goguen refers to as fuzziness. Similarities on the
formal level, such as the usage of degrees in [0, 1], are of secondary importance when com-
paring fuzzy set theory and probability theory. Confusion of fuzzy logic with probability,
which started to spread in the literature in the 1970s, may be regarded as resulting from
ignorance of the difference between the two kind of uncertainties mentioned by Goguen
in his work. Worth noting is also Goguen’s awareness of the fact – confirmed later by
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many examples – that fuzziness is not the only possible domain of applications of fuzzy
sets (Goguen 1967, p. 146):

Because of the generality of themathematical definition, some important applications of fuzzy
sets do not involve the intuitive concept of fuzziness at all.

Goguen also made sure that his theory, which he termed a “logic of inexact quantities,”
was by no means inexact or fuzzy in any way (Goguen 1967, 147):

We have produced a “logic of inexact quantities” within the framework of modern puremath-
ematics; the results concerning fuzzy sets are proved as rigorous mathematical theorems. Yet
we hold that these results are for “inexact quantities.”

He put forward related problem, which is rather challenging and still far from being
resolved (Goguen 1967, 147):

Our results, attitudes, andmethods might raise some questions about foundations. It is some-
what unsatisfying philosphically to ground a logic of fuzziness in a logic of exactness; it would
seem to ask for an independent postulational formulation.

He alsomade it clear that his metalevel is based on classical logic (Goguen 1968–9, 327):

Our models are typical purely exact constructions, and we use ordinary exact logic and set
theory . . . in their development.

and added another challenging thought:

It is hard to see how we can study our subject at all rigorously without such assumptions.

These foundational problems were seriously considered only much later but, again, are
far from being resolved completely.

Importantly, all of Goguen’s notions and results are presented along with their natural
motivations taken typically from human reasoning. On the other hand, Goguen (1968–9,
337) shows great insight by issuing the following warning:

Ordinary set theory and logic have been of greatest importance in providing a convenient
language for mathematical thought. They have not made the exercise of creative intelligence
unnecessary either in mathematics or its applications. Similarly we should not expect more
of fuzzy sets and logic than that they facilitate the development and study of models in the
inexact sciences, and that they be an interesting area for pure mathematical investigation.

Let us also mention the symbol “L” used by Goguen for the lattice of truth degrees as
well as his term “L-fuzzy set” or just “L-set” which became adopted in later developments.
This notation relates to another issue of conceptual significance, namely, that the structure
L of truth degrees (8) may be regarded as a parameter of the theory of fuzzy sets, whose
borderline case L = {0, 1}may be identified with the theory of (characteristic functions of)
classical sets.

Goguen also observed that the set LU of all L-sets in U is naturally equipped with
operations and relations inherited from those on L in a componentwise manner. Thus,
for instance, the truth function ⊗ of conjunction of L induces the corresponding oper-
ation, denoted by slight abuse of notation also by ⊗, which is defined for A,B ∈ LU by
(A ⊗ B)(u) = A(u)⊗ B(u). Likewise, the partial order ≤ on L extends to LU and one has
A ≤ B iff A(u) ≤ B(u) for each u ∈ U, in which case one commonly uses A ⊆ B and calls
⊆ the inclusion of fuzzy sets. Goguen observed that the thus obtained structure LU =
〈LU ,∧,∨,⊗,→, 0, 1〉 of all fuzzy sets A : U → L with operations and relations inherited
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from L is in fact the direct product of Ls indexed byU and observed that its operations and
relations “obey any law valid in L.”10 Thus ⊆ is a partial order on LU since ≤ is a partial
order on L, ⊗ on LU is commutative whenever ⊗ on L is, simply because the properties
in question may be described by Horn formulas. More generally, if L is a residuated lattice
then so is LU .

Particularly important is the degree S(A,B) of inclusion of fuzzy sets, which
Goguen (1968–9) introduced and defined by

S(A,B) =
∧

u∈U
(A(u) → B(u)). (9)

S(A,B) is naturally interpreted as the truth degree of the proposition “for each u ∈ U, if u is
inA then u is in B.” S(A,B)may be regarded as a generalization of the bivalent inclusion ⊆
of fuzzy sets mentioned above, as S(A,B) = 1 is equivalent toA ⊆ Bwithin the framework
of residuated lattices. Before Goguen introduced it in 1967, the degree inclusion appeared
earlier along with several results in the early studies of fuzzy sets by Klaua (1966), which
have later been continued by S. Gottwald; see e.g. Gottwald (2001). Interestingly, a precur-
sor of S(A,B)was already discussed by Black (1937), who considered but did not definitely
define a degree i(B,A) of deviation from full inclusion B ⊇ A.11 Clearly, i and S are con-
ceptually related by i(B,A) = 1 − S(A,B). The degree of inclusion and its variations later
reappeared in a number of studies and proved to be of great importance in fuzzy set theory
(Bělohlávek, Dauben, and Klir 2017).

Let us conclude this section by mentioning further conceptual issues recognized and
discussed by Goguen, namely his recognition of the fundamental importance of a nearness
relation on the universe with respect to which the fuzzy sets considered are compatible; his
emphasis on the ordinal nature of the set of truth values and its topology; his awareness of
measurement theory – an area of mathematical psychology – as a proper conceptual tool
for considerations regarding the truth degrees and their assignment; his consideration of
context as determining e.g. the right choice of the truth functions of logical connectives;
his general and thorough considerations regarding the problem of fuzzification; his recog-
nition of the importance of fuzzy properties of fuzzy relations; his recognition of category
theory and categories of fuzzy sets as an important conceptual means of treating founda-
tional problems; his detailed outline of a general theory of fuzzy relations; as well as his
considerations regarding higher types of fuzzy sets and interval-valued fuzzy sets. Even
though most of these issues have been explored in further developments, some – such as
connections tomeasurement theory and the choice truth functions of logical connectives –
yet remain to be explored properly in my view.

3. Further work on fuzzy logic

In this section, we briefly overview three significant contributions of Goguen to particular
areas, namely to categories of fuzzy sets, fuzzy topology, and natural language semantics.

3.1. Category theory

Goguen’s interest in categorical treatment of fuzzy sets naturally grew from his interest in
proper foundational treatment of subjects of interest as well as his familiarity with category
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theory. He first briefly examined categories of fuzzy sets in Section 5 of Goguen (1967), in
which he used category theory to display some results about fuzzy relations, which prac-
tice has later been followed.12 He also presented considerations regarding fuzzification a
construction to obtain from any category C another category, LC, whose objects are those
of C and whose morphisms are fuzzy sets of morphisms of C.13

Goguen (1967, 169) also introduced the first category of fuzzy sets, S(L). For a com-
plete residuated lattice L, S(L) has as objects L-sets A : U → L and as morphisms R
from A : U → L to B : V → L the category has L-relations R : U × V → L satisfying∨

u∈U(A(u)⊗ R(u, v)) ≤ B(v), along with the usual composition °, i.e. (R ◦ S)(u,w) =∨
v(R(u, v)⊗ R(v,w)). Stout (1995) later established that this category is a so-called

quasitopos.
In his PhD thesis (Goguen 1968), parts of which were later published as Goguen (1969,

1974), he introduced another category, Set(L). For a partially ordered set L, objects of
Set(L) are pairs 〈U,A〉 where U is a set and A an L-set in U and morphisms f : 〈U,A〉 →
〈V ,B〉 are functions f of U to V satisfying A(u) ≤ B(f (u)).14 He proved that if L is a
complete lattice, Set(L) satisfies Lawvere’s axioms of category of sets and gave a categor-
ical characterization of the categories Set(L) for L being a completely distributive lattice.
Essentially the same category was considered by Ralescu (1978) in his attempts to system-
atize fuzzification of classical concepts in the spirit of level-cut representation. Interestingly,
Pultr (1976) showed how to turn Set(L) with L being a residuated lattice into a monoidal
closed category, a generally important kind of category which in the setting of fuzzy sets
reflects the presence of a possibly nonidempotent conjunction.

3.2. Topology

Considerations on topology from the point of view of fuzzy logic appeared at a rather early
stage of development of fuzzy sets, with the first contribution being that of Chang (1968).
Goguen made his contributions in Goguen (1973). He generalized Chang’s definition and
defined for a given complete residuated lattice L a fuzzy topology on a set X as a collection
τ of L-fuzzy sets in X, i.e. τ ⊆ LX , satisfying

∅ ∈ τ , X ∈ τ ,
Ai ∈ τ , i ∈ I, implies

∨

i∈I
Ai ∈ τ ,

A,B ∈ τ implies A ⊗ B ∈ τ .

Chang’s definition is a particular case for L = [0, 1] and ⊗ being ∧, and, importantly,
the classical notion of topology is a particular case for L = {0, 1}. Goguen observed that
properties of fuzzy topologies substantially depend on those of L.

Among other properties, Goguen considered compactness.15 A notion of a fuzzy topo-
logical space 〈X,μ〉 being compact was presented inChang (1968)meaning that each cover
μ ⊆ τ ofX contains a finite subset which is again a cover ofX, whereμ being a covermeans
that

∨
A∈μ A(u) = 1 for each u ∈ X. This obvious generalization of classical compactness

is subject to a number of problems. For instance, even a one-point space may not be com-
pact according to this notion, e.g. 〈{u}, {{u/a} | a ∈ [0, 1]}〉. Goguen observed that Chang’s
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fuzzy topological spaces donot satisfy Tychonoff ’s theorem.16 Interestingly,Goguen (1973)
obtained a necessary and sufficient condition on L regarding the validity of Tychonoff ’s
theorem. Goguen used the following notions, some of which he adopted from the above
paper by Chang (1968): cover and compactness are as by Chang, but for L instead of [0, 1]; a
base of 〈X, τ 〉 is a subset β ⊆ τ such that for everyA ∈ τ there isμ ⊆ β withA = ∨

B∈μ B;
a subbase is a subset σ ⊆ τ such that {A1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ An | Ai ∈ σ , n ∈ N ∪ {0}} is a base; one
proves that each σ ⊆ LX is a subbase of a unique topology which is said to be generated by
σ ; a product of L-topological spaces 〈Xi, τi〉, i ∈ I, is the space 〈X, τ 〉 where X = ∏

i∈I Xi
and τ is the fuzzy topology generated by the subbase σ = {π−1

i (Ai) | Ai ∈ τi, i ∈ I}, where
πi : X → Xi are projections and [π−1

i (Ai)](u) = Ai(πi(u)). Furthermore, Goguen called
the top element 1 of L κ-isolated where κ is a cardinal, if

∨
i∈I ai < 1 whenever |I| ≤ κ

and 1 > ai ∈ L for each i ∈ I. Goguen obtained the following generalization of Tychonoff ’s
theorem:

Every product of κ compact L-topological spaces is compact if f 1 is κ-isolated.

Since 1 is not ℵ0-compact in [0, 1], there exists an infinite collection of Chang’s fuzzy topo-
logical spaces whose product is not compact. Furthermore, since 1 is κ-isolated in {0 ≤ 1},
the classical Tychonoff theorem is a consequence of the generalized theorem.

3.3. Natural language semantics

Goguen presented his considerations on natural language semantics based on fuzzy sets
in Goguen (1974). In this paper, he first describes an abstract framework for fuzzy sets in
a category-theoretic manner. He then outlines a system of semantics of natural languages
that employs certain hierarchies of fuzzy sets, which are in fact what is nowadays called
higher-order fuzzy sets. Within this system he proposes ways to model semantics of var-
ious kinds of expressions of a natural language. All this is performed in a rather general
and clean mathematical setting. The paper concludes by a valuable comprehensive philo-
sophical consideration of various issues related to natural language semantics. This work,
even though somewhat different from Goguen’s other contributions to fuzzy logic, nicely
represents his integral approach to exploring problems and may serve as a good example
of a solid approach in this regard.

4. Goguen’s legacy

Goguen’s work on fuzzy logic shall remain a classic in the field. In my view, its lasting
influence is due to a combination of three key factors. First is a rich content regarding
foundational issues including philosophical considerations of the examined matters. Sec-
ond is a clean and highly sophisticated formal treatment of the examined matters. The
last but not least factor is a remarkably lucid and vivid presentation of key ideas, in which
the philosophical considerations combine with formal treatment of the examined matters.
Such factors are rarely found and are characteristic of highly educated and visionaryminds,
of which Joseph Goguen was an exemplary representative.
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Notes

1. These two papers are among Goguen’s threemost cited papers: Themost cited is Goguen (1967)
with 2675 citations onGoogle Scholar and 1562 citations on Scopus; second is “Security policies
and security models” (Proc. IEEE Comp. Soc. Symposium on Research in Security and Privacy,
Oakland, CA, 1982, pp. 11–20) byGoguen and J.Meseguer with GS 2492 and Scopus 1051, third
is Goguen (1968–9) with GS 1263 and Scopus 615. These papers also belong to the most cited
papers on fuzzy logic.

2. Interestingly, Goguen seems not to have been aware of the existing work on propositional and
predicate Łukasiewicz logic. He refers only to intuitionistic logic when considering algebraic
structures of fuzzy logic and omits completely the then already vast number of results and the
existing books on many-valued logics. As a result, he reinvents some then already existing defi-
nitions for predicate many-valued logics, such as how to model semantics of the existential and
universal quantifiers in a many-valued setting.

3. He denotes formulas by P,Q, etc., implication by ⇒, and the truth value of P by [P]. We denote
formulas by ϕ,ψ , . . ., logical connectives by→ (implication), ⊗ (conjunction), . . . , their truth
functions by →·, ⊗·, . . ., and the truth value of formula ϕ by ‖ϕ‖.

4. The term “sorites paradox” sometimes refers to similar kinds of paradoxes involving vague pred-
icates, e.g. the falakros paradox, also called the paradox of the bald man: A man with one hair is
bald; if a man with n hairs is bald then a man with n+ 1 hairs is bald; hence every man is bald.

5. However, there also exists a number of other, very different resolutions which have been
proposed; see e.g. Rescher (2001) and Sainsbury (2009)

6. Completeness of Łukasiewicz logic was proved by Rose and Rosser in 1958; completeness of
Gödel logic was proved by M. Dummett in 1959; see Bělohlávek, Dauben, and Klir (2017).

7. Using general partially ordered sets as sets of truth degrees was alsomentioned by Zadeh (1965).
8. Goguen also presented additional reasons. First, one needs infima and suprema to define inter-

sections and unions of fuzzy sets. Second, if ajs represent performances of alternatives, then the
performance of any alternative is at least the infimum of ajs and at most the supremum of ajs.

9. Most fuzzy logics assume commutativity as a natural property.
10. More precisely, the following theorem follows from results of classical model theory: LU satisfies

all Horn formulas satisfied by L. This result was observed in Schwartz (1972).
11. Black suggested that i(B,A) be based on the ratio |{u | B(u) < A(u)}|/|{u | B(u) > A(u)}|.
12. For instance, the fact that taking sets as objects and taking fuzzy relations between sets as mor-

phisms forms a category means that composition of fuzzy relations is associative and has a
neutral element.

13. Goguen was probably not aware that his definition of composition of morphisms is essentially
a definition of the extension principle for functions with two arguments. He established some
properties for it. The principle was then available for unary mappings in Zadeh (1965) with no
further results. This fact seems unknown.

14. If L is a complete residuated lattice, Set(L) is essentially a subcategory of S(L).
15. An ordinary topological space 〈X, τ 〉 is compact if every cover ofX contains a finite subset which

is still a cover of X. A cover of X a collection μ of open sets, i.e. μ ⊆ τ , whose union is X, i.e.⋃
A∈μ A = X.

16. Tychonoff ’s theorem has been described as “probably the most important single theorem of
general topology”; see Kelley (1955). The theorem says that a product of compact topological
spaces is compact.
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